One of the problems in cancer registry of developing countries is misclassification error. 33 This error leads to overestimation and underestimation of cancer rate in different provinces. The 34 aim of this study is to use Bayesian method to correct for misclassification in registering cancer 35 incidence in neighboring provinces of Iran. Incidence data of colorectal cancer were extracted from 36 Iranian annual of national cancer registration reports 2005 to 2008 And Eighteen of the thirty 37 Iranian provinces were selected to enter the Bayesian model and to correct their misclassification.
90
There are two approaches to correct for misclassification error; the first approach is 91 validating a small sample of data with rechecking medical records and extending the results to the 92 target population [14] . The second approach is implementing Bayesian method. Bayesian method 93 is a statistical approach that lets us to take our prior evidence into account in the analysis [15] with 94 determining prior information for some of the parameters [16] [17] [18] . 95 The aim of this study is to investigate the trend of colorectal cancer provinces of Iran after 96 estimating the misclassification rate in registering cancer incidence by using Bayesian method and 97 re-estimating the incidence rate in each province of Iran. for the past couple of years and is used for data analyses. Hence all new diagnosed cancer cases in 105 temporary information bank are sent from medical universities to ministry of health periodically. 106 Ministry of health after process of duplicating and coding the recorded cancers based on 10th 107 revision of international coding of disease, this information is registered in permanent information 108 bank. And all changes are sent to medical universities on specific duration until permanent 109 information bank of medical universities is equalized with permanent information bank of health 110 ministry. So each medical university has an observed number of cancer cases and also has an 111 expected coverage of cancer cases that are considered to be 100 per 100000 except 2008 that was 112 113 per 100000. By dividing the observed number to the expected number of cancer cases, the 113 percent of expected coverage for each province is calculated [20] .
114
Since comparison of simple crude rate i.e. comparison of all cancer cases could make 115 false images in total population regardless of age groups, age standardized rates (ASR) is 116 calculated for all provinces of Iran using direct standardization method. The direct method for all 117 provinces of Iran is based on, first selecting a criterion for the population and then calculating the 118 desired outcome rate of this population using age specified rates at each of the two societies. At
first, age groups were considered at level of 5 years. World standard population is the most 120 common used standard population ( algorithm, the posterior appears in the following form:
After estimating the misclassification rate between each two neighboring provinces, the 149 rates of colorectal cancer incidence for each province were re-estimated and the trend of 95  85  293  379  68  51  236  299  Isfahan  268  312  279  302  155  168  178  131   Razavi Khorasan   307  396  377  432  178  223  241  322  Tehran  819  1034  315  481  646  883  148  276  Fars  166  212  951  1870  108  132  801  1658  Mazandaran  192  214  217  274  134  132  279  198  West Azarbayejan  118  135  157  129  145  169  214  209  Hormozgan  33  33  44  56  91  113  145  227  Chaharmahal  41  46  65  50  85  104  126  112  Lorestan  53  70  70  115  122  156  146 192 It is obvious, neighboring provinces due to having the same food habitation, lifestyle and 193 locating in the same climate, have the same health outcomes [13] . But sometimes when analyzing 194 registered data, it is observed that the neighboring provinces not only do not have the same Khorasan, Hormozgan, and Sistan which are in east and south of Iran. So the real rates of CRC in 208 those provinces are higher than the rates that are reported by cancer registry system.
Discussion

209
On the contrary, in studies that are used cancer registry data ignoring the existence of 210 misclassification error, it is reported that, the highest incidence rates of CRC in Iran were found in 211 the central, northern, and western provinces; and the southwest provinces of Iran had the lowest 212 incidence rates of CRC in the country! [2] . So, ignoring the misclassification error in registry data, 213 leads to a wrong image of distribution of CRC incidence across the country. Expected cancer 214 coverage revealed that from 30 provinces, 18 provinces need to misclassification correction. These 215 provinces are those which are different in economic situation and there are some points in them 216 which are welfare and probably patients for better health care, refers to those welfare places, so 217 they have more referring people than their capacity. On the other hand, some provinces due to less 218 facility, have less referring patients. Identifying the exact distribution of disease in different areas is a good manner for finding 222 the geographic pattern of disease and causations, assessing the influencing factors on disease 223 incidence [30, 31] , and quantifying the potentials for disease control and prevention [32, 33] . But 224 usually spatial analysis is used for this purpose which is based on registered data while existence 225 of misclassification is often ignored. In spatial analysis, the morbidity or mortality rates for each 226 province are combined with locality's information for the same province and so the result may 227 lead to an integrated geographical map. This type of maps is helpful in comparison between 228 different provinces in aspect of rate of disease incidence or probable risk factors [34] . For accessing 229 such a goal, we have prepared geographical map for evaluating incidence distribution of colorectal 230 cancer registered data in before and after misclassification correction in Fig 2. Fig 2 revealed that   231 after correction the southern provinces have high incidence rate, while in the previous studies 232 which had been not regarded misclassification, southern provinces had low incidence rate [35] . The maps of present study also revealed that a considerable changes happened in some 238 provinces respect to before correction status. Thus major differences in the incidence of CRC, 239 while it is expected that the incidence of cancer be alike in adjacent provinces, can be justified by 240 existence of misclassification error in registering permanent address of patients who are diagnosed 241 in neighboring facilitate provinces. It leads to overestimation of CRC rate in some provinces and 242 underestimation of its rate in some neighboring provinces.
243
For future researches, to recognizing high risk spatial clusters, using our colorectal cancer 244 valid data, is suggested.
245
In conclusion, proper planning for cancer control and prevention, and allocating healthcare 246 facilities to different areas, requires an increase in the quality and accuracy of registering system 247 in different provinces, and correcting the existed deficiencies especially misclassification error in 248 registering patient's permanent residence. It is in need of enhancing hardware and software 249 resources, training more of educated staff in different sectors of cancer registry program, and 250 implementing the opinions of expert researchers in medicine, biostatistics, and epidemiology [36] .
251
In the absence of valid data, Bayesian method can be adopted as a fast and cost effective method 252 to correct the regional misclassification error.
